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Abstract

The concept of an orthopseudoringwas introduced in [2], where itwas shown
that there is a one-to-one correspondence between orthopseudorings
and ortholattices, generalizing the well-known correspondence between
Boolean rings and Boolean algebras (see Prop. 1.1below).
Independently, in [6] other ring-like structures, so called Boolean quasi-

ringswere de¢ned, and again a one-to-one correspondence between these
structures and ortholattices was established (see Prop. 1.2).
In this paper, we ¢rst study connections between orthopseudorings

and Boolean quasirings, which are both based on generalizations of sym-
metric di¡erences (see e.g. [4]).Thenwe introduce the concept of an ideal
and classify those idealswhich are congruence kernels.We show that, con-
trary to rings, an ideal can be the congruence kernel of more than one
congruence.

�This paper is a result of the collaboration of the authors within the frameworkof the
`̀Aktion Ústerreich-Tschechische Republik'' (Grant No.19p14 `̀Ordered algebraic struc-
tures and applications'').



1. Preliminaries

De¢nition 1.1. An algebra L � �L;_;^; 0; 1;? � of type (2, 2,0,0,1)
is called a bounded lattice with an involutary antiautomorphism (BLIA) if
�L;_;^; 0; 1� is a bounded lattice and the following laws hold:
(a) �x?�? � x
(b) �x _ y�? � x? ^ y?
(c) �x ^ y�? � x? _ y?

A BLIA L is called an ortholattice if the laws

(d) x _ x? � 1 and
(e) x ^ x? � 0

hold in L. An ortholattice is called an orthomodularlattice if it satis¢es

(f ) �x ^ y� _ ��x ^ y�? ^ y� � y:

Basic facts on ortholattices and orthomodular lattices can be found in
[1] and [9].
In the following, we recall some concepts and results of [2] and [6].

De¢nition 1.2. An algebra P � �P;�; � ; 0; 1� of type (2, 2,0,0) is called
an orthopseudoring (OPR) if the following laws hold:

x� y � y� x �1�
x� 0 � x �2�

x� y z� � �x y�z �3�
x y � y x �4�
xx � x �5�
x � 0 � 0 �6�
x � 1 � x �7�

1� �1� x y��1� y� � y �8�
�1� x�1� y���1� y�1� x�� � 1� �x� y� �9�

x� x � 0 �10�
x� �1� y� � �x� 1� � y �11�

x�1� x y� � x� x y �12�

Remark 1.1. In fact, in [2] the law

�1� x y��1� y� � 1� y �8a�
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is used instead of (8), but it is easy to see that both de¢nitions are equiva-
lent: By adding 1 to both sides and using the equations

1� �1� z� � �1� 1� � z � 0� z � z;

we see that (8) follows from (8a) and conversely.

The following result was proved in [2]:

Proposition 1.1.
(i) If L � �L;_;^; 0; 1;? � is an ortholattice, x� y :� �x ^ y?�_
�x? ^ y� andx � y :� x ^ y, thenP�L� :� �L;�; � ; 0; 1� is anOPR.

(ii) If P � �P;�; � ; 0; 1� is an OPR, x _ y :� 1� �1� x��1� y�,
x ^ y :� x � y and x? :� 1� x, then L�P� :� �P;_;^; 0; 1;? � is
an ortholattice.

(iii) L(P(L))�L and P(L(P))�P.
De¢nition1.3. AnAlgebraR � �R;�; � ; 0; 1� of type (2, 2,0,0) is called
a generalized Boolean quasiring (GBQR) if it satis¢es (1)^(8) of De¢nition 1.2.
AGBQR is called a Boolean quasiring (BQR) if it satis¢es (10) and

�1� �1� x��1� y���1� xy� � x� y: �9��
The following result was proved in [6]:

Proposition 1.2.
(i) If L � �L;_;^; 0; 1;? � is a BLIA, x� y :� �x _ y� ^ �x ^ y�?

and x � y :� x ^ y; then R�L� :� �L;�; � ; 0; 1� is a GBQR with
(9�).

(ii) If R � �R;�; � ; 0; 1� is a GBQR, x _ y :� 1� �1� x��1� y�,
x ^ y :� x � y and x? :� 1� x, then L�R� :� �R;_;^; 0; 1;? � is
a BLIA.

(iii) If L is a BLIA and R a GBQR with �9��; then L(R(L))�L and
R(L(R))�R.

(iv) L is an ortholattice if and only if R(L) is a BQR.

Remark 1.2. If L is an orthomodular lattice, then P(L)�R(L) if and
only if L is a Boolean algebra (see e.g. [4], Theorem 3.7). So if L is any
orthomodular lattice which is not Boolean, then P(L) 6�R(L), and hence
P(L) is not a BQR: If P(L) would be a BQR, then by Prop. 1.1 and 1.2 we
would have P(L)�R(L(P(L)))�R(L), a contradiction. Similarly, in this
case R(L) is not an OPR.

Properties of GBQR's which are of interest in axiomatic quantum
mechanics are studied in [5] and [7].
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2. The Correspondence between OPR's and BQR's

Lemma 2.1. Every GBQR satis¢es the equation
1� �1� x� � x: �13�

Proof: Put x � y in (8) and use (5): x � 1� �1� xx��1� x� �
1� �1� x�: &

Lemma 2.2.
(i) Every GBQRwith (9) satis¢es (11).
(ii) Every GBQRwith (9�) satis¢es (11).

Proof:
(i) If we put 1�x instead of x in (9) and use (13), we obtain: �1�
�1� x��1� y���1� yx� � 1� ��1� x� � y�, and for 1�y instead
of y we obtain: �1� xy��1� �1� y��1� x�� � 1� �x� �1� y��.
By (4), the expressions on the left sides are equal, hence 1�
��1� x� � y� � 1� �x� �1� y��: By using (13) and (1) we get (11).

(ii) The proof is similar to that of (i). &

Lemma 2.3.
(i) Every GBQRwith (9) and (10) satis¢es (12) and

x�1� x� � 0: �14�
(ii) Every BQR satis¢es (12) and (14).

Proof:
(i) By (5), (9) (with x � y) and (10) we have: 1� x�1� x� �
�1� x�1� x���1� x�1� x�� � 1� �x� x� � 1� 0, hence by
(13) x�1� x� � 0. In (9) put xy instead of y, then
�1� x�1� xy���1� �xy��1� x�� � 1� �x� xy�: By (3), (4) and
(14) we have �xy��1� x� � 0, hence by (2) and (7)
1� x�1� xy� � 1� �x� xy�, and by using (13) we get (12).

(ii) By (13), (5), (9�) (with x � y) and (10) we have: x�1� x� �
�1��1�x���1�x� � �1� �1� x��1� x���1� xx� �x� x � 0.
In (9�) put xy instead of y, then �1� �1� x��1� xy��
�1� x�xy�� � x� xy. By (3) and (5) x�xy� � xy, and by (4) and (8)
1� �1� x��1� xy� � x, which yields (12). &

From Lemma 2.1^2.3 we get:

Theorem 2.1.
(i) P is an OPR ifand only if P is a GBQRwith (9) and (10).
(ii) Every BQR satis¢es (11) and (12).
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If L � �L;_;^; 0; 1;? � is an ortholattice, P�L� � �L;�; �; 0; 1� and
R�L� � �L;�; �; 0; 1�, then we have x� y � �x _ y� ^ �x ^ y�? �
��x^� y?�?� _ �x?^ y?��?��x� y?�?, i.e. x� y�1��x��1�y��.
In the following we give a generalization of this fact.
We de¢ne, for any algebra P � �P;�; � ; 0; 1� of type (2, 2,0,0),

Q�P� :� �P;�; � ; 0; 1� where x� y :� 1� �x� �1� y��, and
L�P� :� �L;_;^; 0; 1;? � where x _ y :� 1� �1� x��1� y�, x ^ y :�
x � y and x? :� 1� x.

Theorem 2.2.
(i) If P is a GBQR, thenQ(Q(P))�Pand L(Q(P))�L(P).
(ii) P is a GBQRwith (11) ifand only if Q(P) is a GBQRwith (11).
(iii) P is a GBQRwith (9) ifand only if Q(P) is a GBQRwith (9�).
(iv) P is anOPR ifand only if Q(P) is a BQR.
(v) P is anOPRwith

�x� x y� � x y � x �15�
ifand only if Q(P) is a BQRwith

�1� x y� � �x� x y� � 1� x: �15��

(vi) P is anOPRwith

x�1� y� � x� x y �16�
ifand only if Q(P) is a BQRwith (16).

(vii) P is a Boolean ring ifand only if Q(P) is a Boolean ring.
Inparticular, the operatorQ de¢nes a one-to-one correspondence between
� GBQR's with (9) andGBQR's with (9�),
� OPR's and BQR's,
� OPR's with (15) and BQR's with (15�).

Proof:
(i) First of all, we notice that by (13) we have

1� y � 1� y for all y 2 R: �13a�
From this follows immediately that L(Q(P))�L(P). If we put
Q�Q�P�� � �P; �̂ ; �; 0; 1�, then we have (by using (13a) and (13)):
x �̂ y � 1� �x� �1� y�� � 1� �x� �1� y�� � 1� �1� �x�
�1� �1� y���� � 1� �1� �x� y�� � x� y, which shows
Q(Q(P))�P.
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(ii) Let P be a GBQR with (11), then we have x� y � 1�
�x� �1� y�� � 1� ��x� 1� � y� � 1� � y� �1� x�� � y� x,
x� 0 � 1� �x� �1� 0�� � 1� �x� 1� � 1� �1� x� � x,
henceQ(P) satis¢es (1) and (2).
(3)^(7) forQ(P) are trivial, since �; 0 and1are the same as in P. From
(13a) we immediatelyget thatQ(P) satis¢es (8), thusQ(P) is aGBQR.
Furthermore, we have by (13a) and (13): x� �1� y� �
x� �1� y� � 1� �x� �1� �1� y��� � 1� �x� y�, and by (1)
we get: �x� 1� � y � y� �1� x� � 1� � y� x� � 1� �x� y�,
which proves (11), thus Q(P) is a GBQR with (11). Conversely, if
Q(P) is a GBQRwith (11),Q(Q(P))�P is a GBQRwith (11).

(iii) Let P be a GBQR with (9), then by (ii) and Lemma 2.2 Q(P) is a
GBQRwith (11). If we put 1� y instead of y in (9),we obtain by using
(13) and (4):

�1� �1� x��1� y���1� xy� � 1� �x� �1� y��: �9a�
By (13a) this implies: �1� �1� x��1� y���1� xy� � �1� �1� x�
�1� y���1� xy� � x� y, i.e. (9�). LetQ(P) be a GBQRwith (9�),
then by (13a) �1� �1� x��1� y���1� xy� � �1� �1� x�
�1� y���1� xy� � x� y � 1� �x� �1� y��, i.e. (9a) holds. If
we put 1� y instead of y in (9) and use (13) and (4), we obtain (9).

(iv) This follows already from Prop. 1.1 and 1.2, but in this context we
give a direct proof, since by (iii) it remains only to show that P satis-
¢es (10) if and only if Q(P) does. First we observe that by (13a) P
satis¢es (14) if and only if Q(P) does. Now suppose that P is an
OPR, put x � y in the equation (9�) and use (5), (13a), (13) and (14),
then x� x � �1� �1� x��1� x���1� xx� � �1� �1� x��
�1� x� � x�1� x� � 0. Similarly, if Q(P) is a BQR and we put
x � y in (9), then by using (5) and (14) 1� �x� x� �
�1� x�1� x���1� x�1� x�� � 1� x�1� x� � 1� 0, hence
by (13) x� x � 0.

(v) This also follows already from results in [2] and [6]: In [2] it was
shown that P satis¢es (15) if and only if L(P) is orthomodular, and
in [6] it was shown thatQ(P) satis¢es (15�) if and only if L(Q(P)) is
orthomodular. Nevertheless, in this context a direct proof is of some
interest. First we observe that by using (12) and (13a)

x� xy � x�1� xy� � x�1� xy� � x� xy: �12a�
Now let us start with an OPRwith (15), then by (12a), (13a), (1) and
(13) �1� xy� � �x� xy� � �1� xy� � �x� xy� � �x� xy��
�1� xy� � 1� ��x� xy� � �1� �1� xy��� � 1 � ��x� xy�
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�xy� � 1� x. Conversely, let Q(P) be a BQR with (15�), then
by (12a), (1) and (13) �x� xy� � xy � �x� xy� � xy � 1�
��x� xy� � �1� xy�� � 1� �1� x� � x:

(vi) This follows immediately from (13a) and (12a).
(vii) If R is a Boolean ring, thenQ(R)�R, and the same holds ifQ(R) is

a Boolean ring. &

Corollary 2.1. The operators L and P de¢ne a one-to-one correspon-
dence between GBQR's with (9) and BLIA's.

Proof: By Prop.1.2 andTheorem 2.2, all we have to show is that

Q�R�L�� � P�L� ���
for everyBLIAL. LetP�L� � �L;�; �; 0; 1�;R�L� � �L;�; �; 0; 1� and
Q�R�L�� � �L; �̂; � ; 0; 1�, then by (a)^(c)x �̂y � 1� �x� �1� y�� �
�x� y?�? � �x _ y?� ^ �x ^ y?�? � �x _ y?� ^ �x? _ y� � x� y,
which proves our claim. &

Remark 2.1. By (i) of Theorem 2.2 we have also:

R�L� � Q�P�L�� ����
for any BLIA.

Remark 2.2. As was pointed out by H. LÌnger (see also [10]), one can
show that in any OPR (15) is equivalent to (15�), and the same holds for
any BQR.
In the following, wewant to give conditions for anOPR (resp. BQR) to

be a Boolean ring.

Lemma 2.4. LetP be aGBQR, thenQ(P)�P ifand only if
1� �x� y� � �1� x� � y �17�

holds inP.

Proof: x� y � x� y if and only if 1� �x� �1� y�� � x� y. By (13),
this is equivalent to x� �1� y� � 1� �x� y�which by (1) is equivalent
to 1� � y� x� � �1� y� � x. &

Lemma 2.5. Let P be a GBQR with (9), then Q(P)�P if and only if
R(L(P))�P.

Proof: First we observe that P�P(L(P)), by Corollary 2.1. Now suppose
thatQ(P)�P, then by (��) we obtainP�Q(P(L(P)))�R(L(P)). If con-
versely R(L(P))�P, then by (�)Q(P)�Q(R(L(P)))� P(L(P))�P. &
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Lemma 2.6. LetP be aGBQRwith (9) and �9��; then (17) holds inP.

Proof: If we put 1� x instead of x in (9�) and use (13), we get
�1� x�1� y���1� �1� x�y� � �1� x� � y, hence by (4) and (9) we
get (17). &

Lemma 2.7. LetP be aGBQRwith (17), then we have:
(i) Psatis¢es (9) ifand only if Psatis¢es (9�).
(ii) P is anOPR ifand only if P is a BQR.
(iii) P is anOPRwith (15) ifand only if P is a BQRwith (15�).

Proof: Follows from Lemma 2.4 andTheorem 2.2. &

Theorem 2.3. Thefollowing are equivalentfor P � �P;�; � ; 0; 1� :
(i) P is anOPRwith (15) and (17).
(ii) P is a BQRwith (15�) and (17).
(iii) P is a Boolean ring.
(iv) P is a BQRwith (16).
(v) P is anOPRwith (16).

Proof: By Lemma 2.7, (i) is equivalent to (ii). Next we show that (i) is
equivalent to (iii).We consider L�P� � �P;_;^; 0; 1;? �, then (iii) holds
if and only if L(P) is a Boolean algebra. By [2] and Lemma 2.4, (i) holds if
and only if L(P) is an orthomodular lattice andQ(P)�P, and by Lemma
5 this holds if and only if L(P) is an orthomodular lattice and
P�P(L(P))�R(L(P)). As mentioned in Remark 1.2, this is equivalent
to the property thatL(P) is a Boolean algebra. (iii) is equivalent to (iv) by a
result of [6]. ByTheorem 2.2, (vi) and the fact thatQ(P)�P for a Boolean
ring P, we obtain that (iv) is equivalent to (v). &

Remark 2.3. According to Remark 2.2, one can replace (15) by (15�) and
(15�) by (15) in (i) and (ii) of Theorem 2.3.

3. Compatible Ideals in OPR's and BQR's

De¢nition 3.1. Let P � �P;�; �; 0; 1� be a GBQR and � 6� I � P:

(a) I is called an ideal of P if, for any a; b 2 I and x 2 P, we have
(i) a� b 2 I; and
(ii) ax 2 I.

(b) The subset I is called compatible if for every unary polynomial function
p over P and a1; a2; a3 2 I, we have
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(iii) �1� �1� a1� � p�a2�� � p�a3� 2 I.
Let us recall that a unary polynomial function p on P is a function
p : P! P such that there exist an �n� 1�-ary term t over P (where n
is a non-negative integer) and elements x1; . . . ;xn 2 P with p�x� �
t�x;x1; . . . ;xn� for all x 2 P.

(c) I is called a congruence kernel of P if there exists a congruence � on P
with I � �0��, the class of 0 with respect to �.

Remark 3.1. The element 0 is contained in every ideal (put x � 0 in (ii)
and use (6)) and in every compatible subset (put p�x� � 0 in (iii) and use
(6)).

Lemma 3.1. Let P be a GBQR with (14), then every compatible subset of P is an
ideal of P.

Proof: In (b), take n � 1; t�x; y� � x� y, then for all a1; a2; a3 2 I and
x1 2 P we have

(iv) �1� �1� a1��a2 � x1���a3 � x1� 2 I.

By taking x1 � a1 and a2 � 0 we get �1� �1� a1�a1��a3 � a1� 2 I. By
(14) we have �1� a1�a1 � 0, which yields a3 � a1 2 I. If we take n � 1
and t�x; y� � x � y in (b), then for all a1; a2; a3 2 I and x1 2 P we have

(v) �1� �1� a1��a2x1���a3x1� 2 I,

and taking a2 � 0 we get a3x1 2 I: &

Lemma 3.2. Let P be GBQR and I a congruence kernel of P, then the following
holds:

(i) I is an ideal of P.
(ii) If Psatis¢es (14), then I is compatible.

Proof:
(i) Let I � �0��; a; b 2 I and x 2 P, then a�0; b�0, and x�x, hence

a� b�0� 0 � 0 and a � x�0 � x � 0, thus a� b; ax 2 I.
(ii) Let n be a non-negative integer, t an �n� 1�-ary term of P,

x1; . . . ;xn 2 P and a1; a2; a3 2 I, then a i�0 implies �1� �1� a1�
t�a2, x1; . . . ;xn��t�a3, x1; . . . ;xn���1� �1� 0�t�0;x1; . . . ;xn��
t�0;x1; . . . ;xn� � �1� t�0;x1; . . . ;xn��t�0;x1; . . . ;xn� � 0, by
(14).Thus (iii) holds. &

For the proof of our next result, we need the following well known
theorem of Mal'cev (sec [11]):
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Proposition 3.1. Let A � �A;F� be an algebra and � 6� I � A.Then I
is a class of some congruence on A if and only if for every unary poly-
nomial function p on Awe have: a; b; p�a� 2 I implies p�b� 2 I.

Lemma 3.3. If P is a GBQRwith (14) and I a compatible ideal of P, then I is a con-
gruencekernel onP.

Proof: ByRemark 3.1, 0 2 I. So letp be a unary polynomial function onP.
By Prop. 3.1, we have to show: a; b; p�a� 2 I implies p�b� 2 I:
We apply (iii) of Def. 3.1 for a1 � p�a�; a2 � a and a3 � b, then �1�
�1� p�a�� � p�a�� � p�b� 2 I: By (14), we have �1� p�a�� � p�a� � 0,
which yields p�b� 2 I: &

Theorem 3.1. LetP be aGBQRwith (14) and� 6� I � P, then I is a congruence
kernel of P ifand only if I is a compatible ideal of P.

By Lemma 2.3 andTheorem 2.1we get

Corollary 3.1. Let P be an OPR or a BQR and � 6� I � P, then I is a
congruence kernel of P if and only if I is a compatible ideal of P.

Theorem 3.2. LetP be aGBQRwith (14),� a congruence onP, I the class of 0 and
Cany class with respectto�.Then a 2 I ifand only ifthere exists an element c 2 C with
ac � 0 and 1� �1� a��1� c� 2 C. Inparticular, I is uniquely determined by C.

Proof:
Let a 2 P such that there exists an element c 2 C with ac � 0 and
d :� 1� �1� a��1� c� 2 C. From c�d we obtain 0 � ac� ad , i.e.
ad 2 I.We have ad � a�1� �1� a��1� c��. From (8)with 1� y instead
of y and (13)we get 1� �1� x�1� y��y � 1� y. Using (13) again,we get
�1� x�1� y�� y � y. Putting x � 1� c and y � a and using (4), we
have ad � a 2 I.
Conversely, let a 2 I, i.e. a� 0.Thenwe obtain �1� a�b��1� 0�b � b

and 1� �1� �1� a�b��1� a�� 1� �1� �1� 0�b��1� 0� � 1�
�1� b� � b for all b 2 P. So if b 2 C, then c :� �1� a�b 2 C and
1� �1� a��1� c� � 1� �1� �1� a�b��1� a� 2 C, too. Moreover
ac � a��1� a�b� � �a�1� a��b � 0 � b � 0. &

Corollary 3.2. Let P be a GBQR with (14), � a congruence on P and
suppose that � has a one-element class, then �0�� � f0g.

Proof: Suppose thatC � fcg is a class of�, thenbyTheorem 3.3 a 2 �0��
if and only if ac � 0 and 1� �1� a��1� c� � c. As in the ¢rst part of the
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proofof Theorem3.3,we obtain a�1� �1� a��1� c�� � a, thuswe have
a � ac � 0. &

The following example shows that a compatible ideal can be the congru-
ence kernel of more than one congruence:

Example. Let L be the ortholattice de¢ned by the diagram above and
P�P(L) the corresponding OPR. The partition f0g, fx; yg,
fx?; y?g; f1g de¢nes a congruence �1 on Lwhich of course is a con-
gruence on P, too. Let �2 be the identity congruence on P, then
�1 6� �2 and �0��1 � f0g � �0��2. Furthermore, this example shows
that some congruence classes can be singletons, but others not.

Remark 3.2. If L is an orthomodular lattice, such situations as in the
preceding example cannot happen since every orthomodular lattice is
congruence regular (i.e., every congruence class uniquely determines
the whole congruence) and congruence uniform (i.e., all classes of a con-
gruence have the same cardinality) (see [3] and [8]).
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